Wallonia
Destination
Nature

City of Bouillon and its castle
© Holger Bernert

Nature is the theme in this year’s Wallonia
magazine and you are going to be spoilt for
choice for ways to make a destination for all
seasons no matter what the weather. In less
than 2-hour’s drive from Calais you’ll find
clean rivers, soft green valleys, hills and rock
formations amidst natural reserves, heritage
sites and countryside. For those looking for
a little rest and relaxation away from your
usual routine look no further. Stimulating your
senses and clearing the cobwebs is effortless
in this green and pleasant land.
Savour the scent of wild meadow flowers,
malty Trappist beers, or juicy Wepion
strawberries, as well as the taste of creamy
Belgian chocolate and gooey Liege Waffles.
Take in the sights from the majestic heights
of the region’s great citadels and chateaux
with their historic vantage points overlooking
valleys and rivers. Listen out for the bellowing
mating calls of the wild deer and find peace in
the calming sounds of birdsong in fields and
forests steeped in poignant war history.
Earth to Air, Fire to Water the spirit of
Wallonia awaits in all its magical forms.
Venture closer, nature is calling...
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Family Fun
in Wallonia

WALLONIA:
MOTHER NATURE’S PLAYGROUND
Oh that dreaded whine with
accompanying pouty face! “Are We
There Yet? Holidays in Wallonia are
brilliantly placed to avoid this ‘we’re
bored’ kid protest being just 1.5 hours
from Calais.
If Wallonia gave itself a middle name,
it would be nature. Wildlife reserves,
Geoparks, forests and valleys all offer
the perfect unspoilt environment.
In the dark forests of the Ardennes
you can commune with horses and
stag or listen to the mating calls of
bellowing deer. On the misty plains
of haunting Hautes Fagnes you can
spot eagles soaring and swooping
to catch their prey. You will even find
parading peacocks, naughty orangutans and bathing elephants in the
free roaming zoo park Pairi Daiza.
In this magazine’s nature theme,
we will be aiming to tease out the
kids inner David Attenborough as
they explore the region’s verdant
landscapes by foot, bike, canoe and
railbike. They will breakfast with wild
animals, sleep under the stars, sail
in undergound caves and navigate
treetops by rope.
For kids that love learning, wildlife
can be turned into a skill as they
try beekeeping, snail breeding,
zookeeping and falconry. Heck they
can even dress up as lords and ladies
amidst beautiful castle gardens,
play golf in fields of cows or be an
astronaut on planet Mars. Whatever
they choose it’s always immersed
with nature and imagination and is
most definitely far from ‘boooring’.

CHANNEL YOUR INNER
FLINSTONE PREHISTOMUSEUM
ADVENTURE PARK
Imagination is the wonder of children.
In Wallonia they can embody
different personas on their travel
adventures and transport the adults
with them. At Prehistomuseum
Adventure Park in Ramioul you can
channel your inner Flintstone as
you try your hand at spear throwing
or get comfortable in a cave. It’s
a place to master the expertise of
our ancestors in the company of
archaeologists, as you learn about
ancient remains. In the Park, you
can choose from over 12 forest
adventures across 30 hectares of
forest.

© Prehistorium

A WALLLONIAN JUNGLE BOOK
If woodland life has got you
feeling all Mowgli then Treetop
Adventure might appeal. This
Adventure Park in Wavre is all about
high in the sky adrenalin in the heart
of nature with a little help from
mankind. 40 zip wires, including
one which is a massive 250 m long,
have no place for scaredy cats but
if you take the leap it’s absolutely
thrilling. Zipping on high wires like
flying monkeys and enjoying jumps
with intriguing names like the forest
jump, space jump and jungle jump
are actually a great way to take in
the surroundings. There are so many
eye-popping ways to experience the
natural beauty of Wallonia but this
is the ultimate escape for the brave
ones amongst you.

© Adventure Parc

WALKING ON THE MOON:
THE EURO SPACE CENTER

Domain of the Caves of Han
© WBT David Samyn
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It is nature in a different zone but
still on a quest to understand the
Universe. In this amazing centre
exploring space, training like an
astronaut and floating around using
simulators is a truly out of this
world experience. This great centre
challenges you to learn to live in
space and build your own rocket for
a galactic mission. Euro Space Center
is a planet where everyone who
dreams of galaxies and adventures
must visit. New for this year is a
virtual simulator - Space Flight
Unit. It’s a kind of half exoskeletton,
half aircraft which will take you to
explore the universe. First stop? Mars.
Destination: the base camp of Mount
Olympus, the highest relief in our
solar system...

Euro Space Center
© O. Legardien
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© WBT J.P.Remy
Domain of the Caves of Han
© WBT David Samyn

Vallée de l’Amblève
© WBT Peripletie

IN THE MOOOOD FOR
GOLF WITH COWS?

GOING UNDERGROUND –
A SUBTERRANEAN ADVENTURE

ABOVE GROUND –
WHERE THE WILD THINGS ARE

Strange days with the animals.
How about a bit of golf with kids and
cows? Countryside golf in Stoumont
brings a twist to the traditional golf
game. Playing golf in grazing fields
with animals around is well known
in Holland but it’s always quite a
surprise to the newly acquainted. The
course, set in the stunning setting of
the Parc Naturel des Sources, offers
different challenges as the weather
changes. The Golf Champêtre de
Stoumont features a 1,700 m trail
going through meadows. There’s
12 holes to play with farm animals
along the way and fantastic views of
the Amblève valley. Mounds, slopes,
vales, ditches will add to the test.
A perfect and fun filled pastime for
friends, colleagues and family.

The Caves of Han sur Lesse are
bang slap in the heart of Wallonia’s
Geopark. Their haunting underground
world boasts many mysterious
galleries and majestic rooms. The
cave walls are a reminder of the
tropical ocean of creatures that once
swam through these vast spaces.
Special light and sound techniques
act like a subterranean nightclub to
recreate the story of past times.

Above ground in the Han Wildlife
Reserve, the wow factor continues
in the 250-hectare haven of peace.
Who needs Africa when you can
come to Wallonia and see the
European “Big Five”. It’s the only
place in Belgium that has the wolf,
the bear, the lynx, the bison and
the wolverine all in their natural
environment. Enjoy discovering the
nature of their surroundings by safari
bus or on foot. Marvel at brilliant
views by navigating wobbly but
thrilling walkways in the treetops.
Relax amidst nature with a stay in
treetop tents under the stars or do a
spot of forest bathing for extra thrills.
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Domain of the Caves of Han
© WBT David Samyn

PLENTY TO DO AT PLOPSA COO
The children will most likely snigger
straight away at the name of this
family friendly theme park but jokes
aside, it offers a great balance of
nature, fun and adventure. Take a trip
back to prehistoric times at this fun
park with aquatic dinosaur themes,
water slides, roller coasters and
attractions. The Maya Splash with its
wild water descent is thrilling and
everyone will love the drama of the
Coo waterfalls. Right at the heart
of the village of Coo, it’s not only
stunning but it’s also the highest
natural one in the the whole of
Belgium, falling 15 meters in height.
You can even take a chairlift over the
valley for the best view ever.
Domain of the Caves of Han
© Marc Steichen
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LIONS AND TIGERS
AND BEARS OH MY!’…

BEAUTIFUL BUTTERFLIES
ON THE WAY TO THE BREWERY

Pairi Daiza
© WBT David Samyn

The wonderful Pairi Daiza zoo and
Botanical Park is a force of nature
where mischievous chimps and
wrestling pandas are order of the day.
Everything about the park is unique
and wonderful with a ‘wild and free’
concept, encountering birds and
animals from all five continents of the
world live in an exquisitely themed
park. An incredible 4,000 animals
including: giraffes, hippopotamus,
white tigers, giant pandas, monkeys
and lions live here. Highlights include:
giant Pandas Hao Hao, Hui and
their baby Tian Bao in the Chinese
garden and the majestic elephants in
Ganesha’s kingdom. You can even be
a zookeeper for the weekend. Visitors
can now stay in the heart of the park
and enjoy a full-on back to nature
immersion replicating the forests
and clear waters of British Columbia
and Southeast Alaska. View bears,
wolves and fallow deer in the comfort
of your accommodation. There are
also ethnically attired lodges in native
Indian style with intriguing names like
Full Moon Lodge. No wonder Pairi
Daiza was voted best zoo in Europe
for the past few years.

The transformation from caterpillar
to Butterfly is a wonderful feat of
nature. Discover a wonderful butterfly
atrium located in the small village
of Virelles, a stone’s throw from
Chimay. Filled with luscious tropical
blooms and 30 species of exotic,
technicolour butterflies it’s a detour
worth making – perhaps on your way
to the historic Chimay brewery for a
a refreshing beer and a lovely meal
with the family? Happiness for both
children and adults. But it’s not only
about making memories. Visitors get
to learn much about butterflies: their
life cycle, ecosystem and important
place in nature.

‘La Grange aux Papillons’
© WBT Bruno D Alimonte

© Ferme apicole des neufs Bonniers

MAKE IT YOUR BIZZZNESS
TO PAY A VISIT HERE HONEY
Bees are some of the hardest
working creatures on the planet,
and because of their laborious
work ethic, we owe immense
gratitude to these amazing yet
often underappreciated insects.
Belgium knows how to celebrate
all things ‘beeyoutiful’ with a
number of museums, farms and
festivals revering this little miracle
worker. The Apicole des Neufs
Rickshaw
The Owl Distillery
presents
©WBT
WBTM.Emmanuel
Mathez the life of the
©Bonniers
Weemans
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bees, honey house and apiary, where
one of the hives can be opened. In
the Bee Museum at Tilff you can learn
about Nobel Prize winner Karl von
Frisch’s research on the “language” of
bees. He explains how they transmit
messages by means of an eighth
dance on a wax beam inside the hive.
Whilst the Honey Museum in Lobbes
shows several glazed hives and an
observational chalet where you can
watch the work of a beekeeper
when visiting a hive.

Tip: In Denée you can also pick
a range of nature walks and
learn more about the region.
These tours allow you to get up
to speed on your ‘ologies’ and
focus on biodiversity and nature.
Ornithology (birds) petrology
(rocks), botany (flowers), mycology
(fungus), ecology (environment)
are all featured. Take this nature
walk in Denée at dawn or dusk,
should you wish to see the local
fauna with enchanting skies.
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SPA – THE NAMESAKE OF
WALLONIA’S WELLBEING
WATERS

Water

The town of Spa – the namesake
of all water therapy treatments
worldwide - can surely claim a crown
for H20 credentials. There are not
many destinations on the planet
that have given a new word to the
dictionary but Spa is one of them.
In the 14th century, an ironmaster
from Liège discovered an iron-rich
water source for illness linked to
iron deficiency. The place began
attracting visitors until it eventually
became a favoured wellbeing escape
for the 16th and 17th century beau
monde. ‘Spa’ then became known
as ‘the café of Europe,’ and today,
the historic resort town boasts a
stylish but accessible selection of
exclusive spas.

SPAS IN CHATEAUX THE ROYAL TREATMENT
The Château des Thermes of
Chaudfontaine – a beautiful Ardennes
castle knows how to ‘do’ wellbeing
well and is also named after a water
source made famous by a bottled
water brand. It uses natural spring
water, which it guides to its indoor
and outdoor pools after warming it
up to a balmy 34 degrees Celsius.
Besides capturing mineral water
straight from the Ardennes spring,
the luxurious complex adds a
Belgian touch by offering treatments
specific to the country, such as shell
massages.

Spa breaks don’t come much more
picturesque than at the stately
Manoir de Lébioles. The ivy-clad
castle hotel in the Ardennes close
to the town of Spa houses a small
wellbeing hideaway of its own,
with views of the green landscapes
that surround it and the possibility
of a great massage. It’s an ideal
place in which to relax after a long
walk through the forests too take
in the Autumn colours and gather
chestnuts.

Strepy-Thieu Boat Lift on the Canal du Centre
© WBT Bruno D’Alimonte
Manoir de Lébioles
© WBT Joseph Jeanmart

OH L’EAU L’EAU ! WALLONIA:
A LAND OF LIQUID SUBSTANCE
For a land locked region, Wallonia
is surprisingly rich in H20 prowess.
Four great rivers have shaped
Wallonia’s industrial, cultural and
social history. The Meuse and Escaut
bring trade to the region and the
Semois and Ourthe attract natureloving, thrill-seeking tourists. Dams
and lakes are countless.

Add Wallonia’s extensive canal
network with one of the world’s
biggest hydraulic boatlifts, marking
the urban landscape with its ‘sci-fiesque’ structure and you have plenty
of scope for aquatic adventure.
Wallonia even offers a Riviera style
experience at The Grand Large with
its Mons leisure marina, counting
157 moorings, chic restaurants and
a modern harbourmaster’s office.

Take the Lakes of Eau d’Heure.
They offer visitors 30 miles of prettily
fringed shoreline to cycle, walk and
explore the natural beauty of the
area. Five immense lakes offering
water sports from kayaking and
wakeboarding to windsurfing and
quirky aqua golf.

Slow Tourism as an increasing trend
offers meandering excursions by
boat, bicycle or steam along calmer
waters. You can even get back to
nature with magical forest bathing
sessions or pass a romantic moment
watching the sunrise in an Indian
canoe on Lake Virelles.

Chateau des Thermes – Chaudfontaine
© Eric Martin Figarophoto

WELLBEING IN A CAVE

Lakes of Eau d’Heure
© FT Province de Namur
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In Aubange, a surprising salt cave
recreates the benefits of a seaside
microclimate. The concept is
unique in Belgium. The walls of this
200-year-old cave have been lined
with 15 tons of salt from the Himalaya
and the Dead Sea. The temperature,
kept between 20 and 23°C, and the
humidity, always between 40 and
60% recreate a seaside microclimate.
Visitors can enjoy the wellbeing sides
of the salionarium: a more intimate
space with dimmed lighting, relaxing
music and the sweet sound of the
saline fountain (rich in minerals and
micronutrients). Time to indulge.
© Paradis de sel
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FRANKLY MY DEAR
I DO GIVE A DAM
One dam after another. Dam, dam,
dam. There is something very James
Bond dramatic about a dam isn’t
there? But what if there is more
to it? Take the Lake Nisrasmont
for example, perfect for hikes and
water fun like fishing, swimming and
kayaking whilst you reconnect with
nature spotting (with a little luck)
beaver, cormorants and kingfishers.
The Gileppe Lake has lots to offer
by its pretty watersides including an
Accropark offering a range of shaky
but thrilling acrobatic activities to go
from one tree to another and no lack
of splendid views of the Ardenne. A
little walk or bike ride before a meal
at the Dam’s panoramic restaurant,
towering 77 metres above the
ground is a great way to spend an
afternoon. Lake Vesdre, the last one
we are giving, is one of the largest
in Wallonia just a few kilometres
from Eupen. It stores no less than 25
million cubic metres of water. There
are two family-friendly, didactic paths
to learn more about the site, one
on the theme of water and another
in the company of sweet little Foxy
who’ll guide you through a forest
walk of beech, oak and pine trees and
streams. Abseiling, hiking, RAVel trail
cycling and gourmet trails are all an
option in the vicinity.

© Dinant Evasion

GET SAXY ON AN
ELECTRIC BOAT

Lake of Nisramont
© WBT Denis Closon
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Yes, nature IS lovely but if you are
a city dweller and feel the need for
a little speed amidst all that peace
and love here’s a suggestion. We are
still on water, still loving the riverside
wildlife, the flora and the fauna.
But as a little stop off you could try
Dinant via electric boat? It is the birth
town of Adolphe Sax (inventor of the
saxophone of course). It is bustling
and beautiful. It is within easy reach
of bike and walking trails and it allows
you to visit a city in a different way.
No license is required and they are
safe, silent and eco-friendly. Get on
board and off you go! Hired from the
same company ‘Dinant Evasion’ you
can also choose the sportier option
with the hiring of kayaks. River Lesse
slaloms through stunning landscapes.
Impressively taking in a whole load of
sights in the form of medieval castles,
prehistoric caves and audacious rock
formations... They offer unique
views, which can only be enjoyed,
from kayaking or canoeing along
the river. Waterway to holiday for
the whole brood.

Château de Walzin
© P. Gerard
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Walking

WALKING IN WALLONIA:
Just a couple of hours drive from Calais,
Wallonia in Southern Belgium offers a tremendous
wealth of walking routes and trails, criss crossing
in abundance across the countryside like veins
coursing through its landscape of high plains,
spectacular rock formations, plunging valleys
and dense forests.
There are scrumptious gourmet walks with
Trappist beers, walks with abbeys and affable
monks. There are back to nature walks that you
can experience barefoot. Walks foraging for
mushrooms and other wild growing ingredients,
and even a walk in the dead of the night to to
listen to the bellowing mating call of the stags.
With a wealth of war history under your feet,
you can follow in the footsteps of Napoleon to
the famous battlefields of Waterloo or seek out
the forest hideaway where Hitler had his secret
headquarters in June 1940. How about a series of
picture postcard walks; the region has 31 villages
officially titled ‘Most Beautiful Villages of Wallonia.’
These are known for their exceptional heritage
and architecture. Wallonia has officially listed
‘most beautiful villages’ 31 in total known for their
heritage and architecture. Walking in Wallonia is
all you could wish for and more and there is an
exhaustive list that enables ‘every age, level and
interest’ to find a good reason to get up
and explore.

© wandermagazin, N. Glatter
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SUMMER:
ABBEY TO ABBEY:
BREW TO BREW
Work up a thirst for this Sentiers
Grande Randonnée (SGR) or Long
Distance Trail of around 108 miles.
It’s a daunting pilgrimage by any
standards but one that can be
divided into two sections to make it
easier. True it’s a loooong old walk
but don’t worry, you’ll be enticed
by the promise of Trappist welcome
in the form of locally brewed and
all natural Trappist beer. Every step
of the journey is buoyed up by the
rewards of experiencing the monastic
life and the good things to come.
Highlights include peaceful forest
trails, a natural spring fountain, a
medicinal herb garden and of course
the abbeys themselves with their
cellars and cheeses. The trail itself
links three abbeys known for their
excellent ales. (Belgium has 6 of
the world’s 14 Trappist monasteries
with 3 in Wallonia – Chimay, Orval
and Rochefort). Each one earns
its label by being made in the
spirit of solidarity and charity. It’s a
heartening sentiment to carry you
through the journey. Cheers!

The SGR trail of the Trappist Abbeys
© WBT Olivier Legardien

Statue of Godfrey of Bouillon
© WBT SPRL Cernix Pierre Pauquay

SPRING: FROM PREACHER’S
PULPIT TO GIANT’S TOMB
This highly varied walk of around
4 hours is the Prince of Panoramic
Views starting with the quirkily
named Preacher’s Pulpit – a steep
overhang above the Semois River
and the ruins of Montaigut Castle.
Great viewpoints include the fortified
and medieval castle of Bouillon –
sitting proudly on a craggy ridge
overlooking the sharp loop of the
River Semois.
Think Rapunzel style turrets, dark
dungeons and secret passageways.
What about falconry demonstrations
– a selfie with a Falcon perhaps?
Incorporate its medieval festival,
taking place in August, and you get

to live the full fairy-tale dream.
On the walk, you could even weave
in a rather charming wool spinning
and cheese-making course at the
local farm whilst ‘The Bergerie
d’Acremont’ in Frahan adds a cultural
and gastronomic stop off. The final
panoramic viewpoint offers verdant
views across the Semois Valley
with little slate roofs houses and an
18th century church. These unspoilt
villages transport you back in time
to give another worldly atmosphere.
The final piece de resistance is of
course the Giant’s Tomb. You will
get the picture when you see how
the river circle a dense clump of
forest resembling a giant’s coffin and
majestic resting place. It is a dramatic
finale to a really scenic walk.

Statue of Godfrey of Bouillon
© WBT SPRL Cernix Pierre Pauquay

Orval Abbey
© WBT David Samyn

Rochehaut - panorama on Frahan
© WBT Serge Matterne
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Rochefort Beer
© WBT Denis Erroyaux

Orval Abbey
© WBT David Samyn
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Hautes Fagnes
© WBT Dominik Ketz

Saint-Hubert
© WBT Bruno D’Alimonte

AUTUMN: STAG BELLOWING
DOE A DEER, A FEMALE DEER
Every autumn, the stag ensures his
progeny with his famous bellowing
ritual. The bellowing, grunting and
bawling of the stags is a strange
sound to behold as they fight
between them for the available does.
Special walks are organised to listen
to this extraordinary wooing concert
- at a safe distance of the animals,
of course, to not disturb them
as they sing for their ladies.

WINTER:
HAUT FAGNES:
CROSS COUNTRY SKIING
AND SPA WALKS

Saint-Hubert
© WBT K. Foucart

The deer has been considered a
mythical animal since the beginning
of time. In autumn in Saint Hubert,
you can learn more about this
majestic animal: what makes it so
fascinating, so peaceful and so
elegant. Their presence in the forest
has been a source of pride enough
to make them the emblem of
the city.

Han-Sur-Lesse
© WBT JL Flemal
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The wild moors and forest of the
Haut Fagnes have a mystical beauty
to offer walkers in all seasons. Winter
creates mists and low pastel lights
casting an ethereal and calming
atmosphere on 33 local walks. Stop
offs can include the immense dam at
Lake Warfaaz with panoramic views
and another even the thrill of the F1
racetrack at Francorchamps. Take in
the restorative powers of the thermal
waters in the local town of Spa and
you have the makings of a perfect
winter break. In the Hautes Fagnes
national park also offer excellent
cross-country skiing and good forest
walks near Wallonia’s highest point
at Botrange – 654 m high. The aprèsski of traditional Walloon dishes
using locally sourced ingredients
are heartily welcomed after all
that activity.

The Hautes Fagnes
© WBT Denis Closon
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UNESCO
& Heritage

© Geopark Famenne

WALLONIA –
MAN MADE HERITAGE
NATURE’S FINEST ASSETS
In Wallonia you are never far from
incredible nature or wildlife of all
kinds that could compete easily
with anywhere else on the planet.
Very excitingly ‘The United Nations
Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organization’ or UNESCO to you and
me has identified Wallonia as having
areas of exceptional geographical
significance in the world. These areas
are called ‘Geoparks’.
To put it simply-ish ‘Geoparks’ are
single, unified geographical areas
which are to be treated with holistic
greater good. That means areas that
are top dog for all that is rare and
precious on our planet. From millionyear-old rocks and prehistorical
caves created by the force of nature
to magnificent castles, villages and
museums created by the force of
man. Everything from multi-sensory
museums, quirky festivals, a medieval
bell tower - even beer, as important
to a country’s cultural or natural
status can be listed.
Wallonia’s Geopark in the Famenne
Ardenne spans a massive 600 miles.
It has great assets and amazing
natural gifts. Imagine the park like
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a candidate for a beauty pageant
hosted by Mother Nature. The
Geopark aims at developing tourism
and is always kind to children and
animals.

Domain of the Caves of Han
© WBT - David Samyn

Where do we begin with this
endless list of wonders? Let’s start
with some of ‘Wallonia’s Most
Beautiful Villages.’ There is the 16th
century half-timbered houses in
‘Vaneche,’ an amazingly preserved
1600’s castle farm in ‘Ny’ and the
Devil’s Cave in ‘Crupet’ – just a few
highlights to enjoy. There are also
Geosites with intriguing names like
Devils Stones, Crow’s Rock as well as
natural springs and ancient marble
mining in ‘Humain.’ The area is even
home to the smallest city in the
world: ‘Durbuy.’
Durbuy is the most gorgeous place
offering quirky attractions like a
topiary garden with wild animals and
amusingly the ample curves of a lady
immortalised in all its hedge glory.
The city’s giant labyrinth is also great
for keeping the kids safely lost for
a good hour or two. On and on we
could go: nature parks, museums,
arboretums, archaeological digs,
ancient castles, abbeys and more
geosites. This area alone could keep
your enthralled for weeks.

Durbuy Topiary
© Philippe Maree

© Geopark Famenne
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BEER AS INTANGIBLE TO
THE CULTURAL HERITAGE OF
HUMANITY – CHEERS TO THAT

Binchoise Brewery
© WBT Emmanuel Mathez

Did you know that Belgian Beer is
listed by UNESCO as ‘Intangible
Cultural Heritage of Humanity’.
And it’s true that it’s one of the first
things that come to mind when
thinking about Belgium. It is actually
the abbeys and their monks that lie
at the heart of it all with their long
history of brewing spanning several
hundreds of years. Although Monks
traditionally led a solitary life of work,
silence and prayer they also believed
in hospitality and charity. Travellers
could seek comfortable refuge with
something to eat and drink. The act
of brewing sanitised the water and
added nutrients into the beverage.
Beer and wine were safe to drink and
an important and integral part of
everyday lives and there is even
a type of beer for children.

Mont-Saint-Jean Farm,
Microbrewery
© WBT Denis Erroyaux

Brewing is as important today as it
always was. Out of fourteen Trappist
beers in the world six are produced
in Belgium including three in Wallonia
- Rochefort, Chimay and Orval. They
take their names from abbeys tucked
away in the uplands and forests of
the Ardennes and all have a rich
variety of strengths and flavours.
The secrets of these famous beers,
and cheeses, can still be found in the
abbeys themselves. They are most
definitely worth a detour and many
are open to visitors.
With over 224 breweries across
Belgium you’ll always find a brewery
or a bistro in the vicinity. Wallonia
combines tourism with brewery visits
and beer trails listed as part of our
gourmet walks. Such is the passion
that the city of Liege even hosts
an annual beer marathon which is
immensely joyous. Many beers still
bear the names of their abbeys,
such as Leffe, Maredsous, Val-Dieu
and Floreffe, although they are not
necessarily brewed there anymore.
Flavours and strengths and quirky
names like Loch Ness, Papi Jo and
‘J’ai dix ans hi hi hi (I’m ten years
old hee hee hee’) add to the appeal.
It definitely compliments the quirky
Wallonian spirit and a holiday
mission not to be ignored.

Ellezelloise Brewery
© WBT Emmanuel Mathez-

Mont-Saint-Jean Farm, Microbrewery
© WBT Denis Erroyaux
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SCRATCH THE SURFACE
OF LIFE 6,400 YEARS AGO
Just 3.7miles from Mons, the Neolithic
flint mines of Spiennes or SILEX’S
offer something hugely different.
It is incredible to think these mines
were created over 6400 years ago
to extract flint for tools like bows,
arrows and fire starters. The ingenuity
of the men who carved out the
mines into caverns and deep shafts
is mighty impressive. Surprisingly,
the mines are not small hillsides with
an indent, but proper 10-15 metre
shafts going straight down into the
ground. You can book a limited place
to plunge underground and learn
what life might have been like as
a flint miner of the time. Tours and
guided walks as well as a chance to
meet archaeologists and visit the
excavation site are on offer during
special weekends.

Grand-Hornu
© Guy Focant

Grand-Hornu
© Isabelle Harsin

THE GRAND HORNU –
COME EXPERIENCE THE HISTORY
OF WALLONIAN UTOPIA

Neolithic flint mines in Spiennes
© WBT JL Flemal

Grand-Hornu
© Michel De Cubber

Did you know that Belgium was
at the forefront of progress
during the 19th century industrial
revolution? In the 1800’s it was
second only to Great Britain as the
most industrialised country. At this
heritage site you can witness the
impressive creativity and architecture
in urban planning pioneered by
mine owner, visionary and captain of
industry of the time Henri de Gorge.
It clearly illustrates the importance of

Belgium as a leading light during this
moment in history. Apart from the
colliery and its 450 miners’ houses, it
exhibits a school, hospital and public
places like a dance hall and a library.
Its neo-classical architecture was
deemed to be a Utopia in the modern
working world. Today you can visit
it in the form of a super cool design,
applied arts and contemporary
museum with regular exhibitions on
everything from an exploration of still
life and nature to man’s relationship
with food.

Grand-Hornu
© Michel De Cubber
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WALLONIA CASTLES:
LIVE LIKE A LORD DRESS
LIKE A PRINCESS
Did you know Belgium has more
castles per hectare than any other
country in the world after Wales?
A visit to a Belgian chateau usually
has something interesting for
everyone. Ancient charm, sumptuous
décor, fascinating history, heritage,
the odd torture chamber and a few
ghosts for spooky thrills.
Let’s give you five...

Chateau de Veves is your classic fairytale dream. It is small but perfectly
formed with picture book towers,
turrets and is still owned by the same
aristocratic family since the 12th century.
It’s the castle you imagine Sleeping
Beauty slumbering her days away. The
kids can even dress up like princes and
princesses.
Chateau de Beloeil is often described
as “the Versailles of Belgium.” It is grand,
sumptuous and has the most amazing
library of 20th books dating from the
14th-19th century.
Bouillon is a solid medieval fortress with
history dating back to AD900. It perches
mightily on rock above the town and
if you are looking for moats, bridges
and dark dungeons with grisly torture
instruments, this is the place. Its falconry
demonstrations add an extra element
of drama to the mix.
Chateau and Gardens of Annevoie is
more about the water gardens than
the castle. It is a major heritage site
and combines human ingenuity with

breathtaking nature in its 48 hectare
park. 4 springs, 50 water features,
200 year old trees and 250 years of
water flowing through the gardens.
The 3 different garden styles Italian,
French and English fill it with
spectacular colour and perfume
all year round as does the annual
masked festival filled with exquisitely
costumed figures moving ethereally
through the grounds. Green
fingered visitors with a passion for
horticultural excellence wlll adore
this place.
Last but not least is the medieval
Lavaux-Saint-Anne castle which
boasts not just one but three
museums. One in which you can
imagine the daily life of a lord in
the 1700’s, another to explore the
rich flora and fauna of the Famenne
region and the last to learn how
rural life rolled in the 19th century.
Stunning parks, gardens and
wetlands get you back to nature.
Kids can even get into the history
of the whole thing with Knights and
Princess costumes to dress up in.

Venetian Costumes Festival
in the Annevoie Gardens
© Stuart Render

Veves castle
© WBT Denis Erroyaux
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STRESS FREE RAVEL:
A SUSTAINABLE WAY
TO HOLIDAY

Cycling

WHEELY AMAZING WALLONIA:
THE BEST TIME YOU CAN HAVE
BEHIND BARS
Wallonia on wheels is a sight to
behold. Traversing the length and
breadth of Southern Belgium you
can hop on a bike almost anywhere
in the country and follow a fully
signposted trail that takes in the
most splendid sights. It’s a great
way to traverse city to countryside
taking in the wonders of nature
and the bustle of city culture all in
one holiday. It’s cheap, it’s cheerful
and it’s a brilliant way to cater for
everyone in your group’s hobbies
and passions. In a few days alone
you could be taking in the charged
atmosphere of a historic battlefield,
beer sampling at a Trappist abbey
or brewery, jumping into a canoe
for a thrilling kayaking session and
soothing your weary limbs with a
restorative spa treatment. Not bad
for a weekend break.
City trips on wheels are easy: Mons,
Tournai, Namur and Liege are all bike
friendly. Aside from the infrastructure
‘Point Velo’ / Bike Points are open
next to the main railway stations in
eight cities in Wallonia. They offer
specialised technical help, bike
related tourism information and bike
rental if you need. There are several
bike sharing services such as e-bikes.
These electrically assisted bikes are
getting more and more popular in
Wallonia since you are boosted by
a little electricity for steeper climbs.
Great to level out the abilities of
different generations on a family

trip. Some of the different services
on offer allow you various perks as
well as the ability to rent a reliable
robust bike as long as you return it
to the same pick up point. Trains are
also well adapted for cycles offering
a designated space on the train to
store bikes over the journey.

The RAVeL in Wallonia has nothing
to do with Torvill and Dean. It’s
actually a network comprising
brilliant cycling routes derived from
ancient railways and tow paths.
It’s pretty amazing to think that
it has no fewer than 45 different
routes covering the entire Walloon
region across a ‘heeyooge’ 840
miles. The greenways link to each
other to provide visiting cyclists
with 9 regional and 4 international

itineraries. It also incorporates
international routes taking you from
Belgium to Germany, Luxembourg,
France and the Netherlands – that’s
quite a ride! Everything is brilliantly
signposted so you can plan an
itinerary with as many stops as you
desire. Take a picnic stop to sample
locally grown market produce, a
museum visit to walk on the moon or
a brewery producing award-winning
beer. Another great bonus is that it’s
great for the environment helping to
put the brakes on carbon emissions.

POINT NOEUDS:
PATHWAYS TO ADVENTURE
Wallonia has a number of cycle
routes linked to each other by
intersections, known locally as
‘points-noeuds’. These routes help
cyclists create an itinerary to suit
themselves, according to their
capabilities. A simple system of
numbers and signposts at each
intersection makes the different
routes easy to follow. Cyclists can
also alter their itinerary at the
midway point, just as the fancy takes
them. Discover themed routes (wine,
beer, nature, UNESCO …) that lead
from one intersection to another,
taking in easy and difficult itineraries
by lake, forest and riverside along
the way.

Mountain Bikers are pretty well
catered for too. Houffalize has even
hosted stages of the Mountain Biking
World Cup on several occasions and
has become known as the Mountain
Biking capital of Belgium. The terrain
offers challenging forests and steep
descents in rocky countryside.
There’s no shortage of expansive
bike-parks and velodromes either.
Some created from former ski
slopes and others designed by
mountain biking champions.

‘Tombeau du Geant’
© WBT David Samyn

‘Beau Velo De RAVeL’
© Francois-Xavier Allard HCT

Grand Place of Tournai
© WBT - Denis Erroyaux
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Vennbahn
© ostbelgien.eu Dominik Ketz

© Coralie Cardon - Wapinature

SPRING:
FROM THE CITY
OF GIANTS TO FLOWER
FILLED CASTLES
This superb 22 mile ‘point noeuds’
itinerary combines culture,
countryside roads and canal-side
landscapes. One route you will pass
through is Ath (intriguingly known
as the land of Giants) which is known
for its exceptional folklore. Its August
Ducasse (local festivities) is listed as
a World Heritage event by UNESCO.
It’s a bizarre but brilliant fun
500-year-old folkloric event which
is held very dear by the locals. Next
stop the stunning 14th century
Beloeil castle (also known as the
Belgian Versailles). In April/May
6,000 amaryllis and 600 irises
are in sumptuous bouquets are
strewn over the halls, dining rooms,
ceremonial rooms and in the library
of the Beloeil castle for the annual
Amaryllis festival. It is a delightful
treat of perfume and prettiness and
looks divine. The route also takes
you on one of the prettiest paths in
Wallonia all the way to Auberchies –
a charming 19th century village which
has retained architecture typical of
the region in the 19th century.
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SUMMER:
A THREE COUNTRY CYCLE
IN HAUTES FAGNES

Beloeil, Amaryllis
© Coralie Cardon

Reinhardstein Castle
© WBT Denis Erroyaux

‘Rail Bike des Hautes Fagnes’
© WBT J. Jeanmart

‘Ducasse d’Ath’
© OT Ath J. Flament-Ducasse

Beloeil Castle
© Coralie Cardon - Wapinature

With a focus on nature and
adventure, this challenging trail
features varied landscapes, and the
haunting wildness of the Amblève
River. It is part of the Vennbahn
international cycle paths close to
the German border and actually
transcends three countries: Belgium,
Germany and Luxembourg. Along
this 78 mile cycling trail, are
“Vennbahn-Stories”. Story panels
on route containing interesting facts
and anecdotes, revealing how this
former rail track made it through
time, weaving itself in and out of the
region’s history. If you are with the
family and want an easy ride, then
why not wrap up warm and try a
relaxing railbike experience. You
can jump on and ride on the old
railtrack for a picturesque bicycle
made for four.
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AUTUMN:
YOU HEARD IT ON
THE GRAPEVINE:
THE WINE TRAIL
Though Belgium is largely
renowned for its beers there is
lots to be said for the excellent
wine and spirits on offer too.
Exploring the Wine Route of
Namur Country Ride by bike
will really open your eyes to
Wallonia’s gastronomic prowess.
This 99-mile trail snakes past
a grand total of 12 vineyards.
That’s a lot of sampling and
‘sloooshing.’ The surprisingly
high quality wines lovingly
made by small producers and
professionals is a huge part of the
journey. The passionate people
behind the scenes who you’ll
meet promoting their regional
products really add to the
pleasure and the experience.

WINTER:
FROM ANCIENT WOODLAND
TO WATERLOO
Not far from Brussels, this 16-mile
bike trail allows you to discover
beautiful countryside lined with large
woods. On the route you will find lots
of ‘Welcome Bike’ stop offs to make
your adventure run smoothly. Start at
‘Baisy-Thy’ and ‘Viller la Ville’ crossing
the beautiful wood ‘Cupnière.’
Towering three hundred-year-old
beech and oak trees line the path and
further on pretty villages, chapels
and forts dot the route. History
buffs love this trail since it offers an
opportunity to detour at Waterloo.
It is the site of the famous battle
between two of history’s greatest
military commanders Napoleon and
Wellington bears witness to a bloody
battle that changed the course of
history. Highlights here include a
cutting edge museum, the impressive
Lion Mound monument overlooking
the battlefield and the Mont-SaintJean Farm (used at the battle as a
military hospital) which now houses
a brewery and distillery producing
the famous Waterloo beer as well
as delicious farm produce.

Chateau de la Hulpe
© MT Waterloo Gérard Piraux

Lion’s Mound
© Marie-Christine Paquot

Château de Bioul’s Vineyard
© Philippe Maree

Château de Bioul’s Vineyard
© Maxime Weemans
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